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ABSTRACTS 

Uncertainty, ambivalence and trust:  
Social perception of risk of pollution by agrochemicals

Leonardo Silvio Vaccarezza

Abstract

The development of science and technology has an impact over the public 
perception of technology, leading to the development of specific concepts: 
risk, risk perception, risk acceptance, uncertainty, ambivalence, and trust 
in science. Based on data obtained from a survey addressed to college stu-
dents, this paper discusses an issue that has been widely publicized through 
mass media –the effects on health and the environment of the expansion 
of soybean cultivation in Argentina, and the agrochemical practices linked 
to it–, as a good example to explore the relationships among risk-related 
concepts. As it was found that there is a relative independence between the 
indicators of these concepts, it is possible to suggest that attitudes and social 
representations of the surveyed public about science and technology are 
embodying ambiguous positions. A distinction regarding the concept of 
uncertainty is empirically worked out, following respective theoretical cur-
rents: the one that defines uncertainty as knowledge insufficiency and the 
other that emphasizes the emotional aspects of the lack of certainty. 
Cognitive uncertainty and risk perception are relatively independent of 
ambivalence, which means the coexistence of contradictory values regard-
ing technology in the same individual and that trust in scientists and tech-
nologists is not derived from the assignment of ignorance, but from their 
image as being compelled by conflicting interests regarding moral rules 
related to science.
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The making of science and technology policies in Argentina  
(1989-1999): An analysis of public policies’ conception

Francisco Javier Aristimuño, Diego Aguiar

Abstract

This paper analyzes the process of building of public policies for science 
and technology (s&t) field in Argentina through the 1990s. At those times, 
the institutional configuration of s&t sector suffered a major transforma-
tion, changing the orientation of public policies in the area until today. 
However, those changes, their motivations, and sectorial implications, still 
haven’t been subjected to detailed analysis. By using a new theoretical fra-
mework, based on the complementation of concepts taken from public 
policy analysis; expert studies and s&t political cultures, this paper discus-
ses the complex process of social relations in which theoretical and political 
legitimacy is constructed, in order to allow those major changes in the ins-
titutional configuration of s&t sector. The core methodology for the work 
is a qualitative one, including documents analysis and in-depth interviews 
made to agents from Argentine s&t public offices and Inter-American 
Development Bank (idb).

keywords: science and technology policy – experts – issue networks – 
argentine s&t institutions

Electric time at 19th Century Argentina: Scientists, technicians 
and statesmen wiring territorial unification

Marina Rieznik

Abstract

At the end of xix century, several legal dispositions were draw in Argentina 
in order to unify national time standard. The goal was to reach coordina-
tion through telegraphic signals. The intents to measure time as well as 
appropriately synchronize local times were based on the need for coordi-
nating distant activities across a vast area that was starting to be considered 
as a unified territory. The directors of Observatories at Cordoba and La 
Plata participated in the social networks of people that were trying to carry 
out this adjustment. The institution from Cordoba was to be also in charge 
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of fixing a unified time standard, which was going to run over the tele-
graphic wires.

But, before that, the main questions for this paper are about the way 
that astronomic knowledge and labour technologies had an impact on the 
statesman from that era –in this case, meaning the ones who displayed their 
will for a national synchronization– and vice versa, the way in which the 
wide social transformations from that time had an impact on the targets 
set by the directors of the observatories while developing their activities. 
These questions involves both telegraphic and clock making technologies; 
the transformations in the labour world –which made it necessary to minu-
tely control times and rhythms during the working day; and the intents of 
mapping the national territories, among other issues.

keywords: time – telegraph – 19th century – argentina

The world at the minute: News and temporalities  
at the submarine communication cable era (1860-1900)

Lila Caimari

Abstract

This paper analyzes the effects of submarine communication cable technol-
ogy onto the circulation of international news in Buenos Aires newspapers, 
between 1860 and 1900. After outlining the broad infrastructure features 
that allowed a change into the time and logic of availability of news that 
came from long distances, the paper analyzes the impact of the cable onto 
the notion of temporality. It argues that far from being an immediate 
change, acceleration happened through a long period of time, and it was 
the outcome of successive hybrid telegraph / steam packet combinations. 
The telegraphic international news came up in the 1860s, well before the 
inauguration of the first direct cable (1874), and became consolidated into 
newspaper pages around the 1890s. Working upon a notion of instantane-
ity as a horizon rather than a reality, this paper draws attention to the mul-
tiplication of temporalities of news “from abroad”, as well as on the new 
reading demands underlying within this framework.

keywords: telegraph – history of press – circulation of news – 
technology and journalism
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Observing, measuring, comparing: Buenos Aires under the 
statistical lens in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries

Claudia Daniel

Abstract

After the proclamation of the city of Buenos Aires as Nation’s capital –as 
well as its political, economical and administrative centre–, the territory of 
the city also became a common cognitive space. This unification was the 
result of an intensive and systematic collection of statistical information 
that lay on the definition of priorities and consensus regarding what and 
how to measure. By then, the production of official statistics, considered a 
scientific activity, an art of observation and even an instrument of social 
forecast, was promoted as a key part of the state machinery. This paper 
begins with the creation of a specialized bureau in city administration 
(1886) and then describes some of the main aspects of the statistical enter-
prise, led by Alberto Martínez, full member of the local nineteenth-century 
statistical community, linked to foreign statistics departments and 
associations.

keywords: statistics – state – buenos aires city – modernity

The country within a book: Parcels, surveys and territory  
in early cadastres in Argentina

Graciela Favelukes

Abstract

The Atlas of the Cadastral Plan of the Argentine Republic published by 
Carlos de Chapeaurouge in 1901 is not only surprising, but has few equi-
valents. The Atlas is the outcome of a private enterprise, carried out and 
signed by a single professional, in which the sketch of the entire, or almost 
the entire number of rural parcels in Argentine territory was included. The 
work has many intriguing facets, such as its production process, its finan-
cing, its cartographic and legal sources and its later usage. We present here 
an exploratory approach linked to the Atlas context of production, going 
over some maps that may have served as a source or reference material in 
their preparation; then, we analyze its organization, contents and mapping 
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features. We will also see some editorial and commercial arrangements that 
have been identified in the Atlas production and marketing processes, as a 
part of a maps’ market which was dynamic and growing.

keywords: cadastre – cartography – survey – chapeaurouge

Maps without base point: Vertical datum measuring in Argentina

Malena Mazzitelli Mastricchio

Abstract

The different surveying methods developed for height measuring –baro-
metric, trigonometric or geometric–, have been changing over time. Since 
19th Century, most traditional methods were “modernized” when topogra-
phers, encouraged by new technical possibilities, tried to include altimetry 
data on maps. This paper aims to examine the different methods and visual 
strategies developed by surveyors, in order to portray the terrain relief on a 
map.

On the other hand, as altimetry information should be referred to a 
common base point, its definition became a crucial framework to build up 
comparable data. Within that context, the definition of that base point or 
vertical datum for Argentine cartography went a (silent) part of a larger 
cartographic project, involving several controversies.

keywords: cartography – terrain portrayal – height – vertical datum – 
argentina


